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Abst ract - -Va lues  of A are determined for which there exist positive solutions of the nth-order 
functional differential equation, (-1)n-ku(n)(t) = Aa(t)f(ut), 0 < t < 1, satisfying the initial condi- 
tion, u(s) = ¢(s), - r  < s < 0, and satisfying the boundary conditions, u(1)(0) = 0, 0 < i < k - 1, 
and uU)(1) = 0, 0 < j < n - k - 1, where a and f are nonnegative alued. (~) 1998 Elsevier Science 
Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper,  we consider the existence of eigenvalues corresponding to posit ive solutions to the 
functional differential equat ion 
( - t )n -ku(n) ( t )  = ~a( t ) / (u t ) ,  0 < t < 1. (1.1) 
The solutions u are required to satisfy the init ial  value 
u(s) = ~(s ) ,  - r  < s < 0, (1.2) 
and the boundary  condit ions 
u(0(0) = 0, 0 < i < k -  1, (1.3) 
u(J)(1) = 0, 0 < j < n -  k -  1. 
Our notat ion and assumptions are as follows. For an interval I ,  let C ('~) ( I )  be the usual n- 
t imes cont inuously differentiable functions on I .  Set B = {x E C[0, 1] t x(0) = 0} with norm I1' II 
defined by 
llxll = sup tx(t)l .  
tE[o,1] 
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(B,'[[ • [[) is a Banach space. The notation ut above denotes a function in C[-r, O] obtained from 
an element u E B by 
f u(s+O), i f s+O_>O,  
?2s (~) / ~(s+O), i f s+0 < 0. 
We assume the following conditions are satisfied throughout this paper. 
(A) The function f : C[-r, 0] --+ [0, oo) is continuous and bounded on bounded subsets 
of C[-r, 0]. 
(B) The function a : [0, 1] --+ [0, oo) is continuous and does not vanish on any nontrivial 
interval. 
(C) The function ~ E C[-r, 0] and ~(0) = 0. 
(D) For each s, 0 < s < 1, if fo(s) = limt~(8)l-~0+ f(us)/u(s), then fo(s) < oo. 
(E) For each s, 0 < s < 1, if foo(s) = limlu(8)l-~oo f(us)/u(s), then foo(s) > O. 
By a solution u of (1.1)-(1.3), we mean, u • C[-r, 1] N C (p) [0, 1] NC (n) (0, 1), where p : max{k-  1, 
n - k - 1}, and u satisfies (1.1)-(1.3). 
Much research as been devoted to boundary value problems for functional differential equa- 
tions. These include works on both two-point as well as multipoint boundary value problems, 
and we mention a few of those papers such as [1-8]. Some of the work on multipoint prob- 
lems for functional differential equations is in fact done for second-order functional differential 
equations [9]. 
This paper constitutes a complete generalization of the recent paper [10] which was devoted 
to (1.1)-(1.3) for the case n = k = 2. That paper was in fact extended to third-order functional 
differential equations in [11]. 
For n = 2, in the case of ordinary differential equations, boundary value problems analogous to 
(1.1)-(1.3) on [0,1] can be found in models for nonlinear diffusion which are used to study phe- 
nomena involving thermal ignition of gases, concentration of chemicals, and population of species 
(see [10]). Ultimate motivation for the methods we adapt for the setting herein of (1.1)-(1.3) 
arises from applications involving nonlinear elliptic problems in annular regions; see [12-17]. 
Higher-order boundary value problems for ordinary differential equations arise naturally in 
technical applications. Frequently, these occur in the form of a multipoint boundary value prob- 
lem for an nth-order ordinary differential equation, such as an n-point boundary value problem 
model of a dynamical system with n degrees of freedom in which n states are observed at n times; 
see [18]. It is noted in [18] that, strictly speaking, boundary value problems of higher-order dif- 
ferential equations are a particular class of interface problems. 
We remark that, for n = 2, positive solutions of (1.1)-(1.3) are concave. This concavity was 
exploited in [13,19] and other extensions cited above, in defining a cone on which a positive 
operator was defined. A fixed-point heorem due to Krasnosel'skii [20] was then applied to 
yield positive solutions for certain intervals of eigenvalues. The crucial property in defining an 
appropriate cone in [19] makes use of an inequality that provides lower bounds on positive concave 
functions as a function of their maximum. In particular, the inequality to which we refer may be 
stated as follows. 
I fy  • C(2)[0, 1] is such that y(t) > O, 0,< t < 1 and y"(t) < 0, 0 < t < 1, then 
1 1 3 
y(t) > ~ max [y(s)[, ~ < t < ~. (1.4) 
- 0<s<, l  - - 
W h i l e  (1.4) can be developed using concavity, it can also be obtained irectly with the classical 
maximum principle. This observation was pursued by Eloe and Henderson [21] in obtaining a 
generalization of (1.4) for positive functions atisfying the boundary conditions (1.3). It is that 
generalization of (1.4) which eventually leads to the main result of this paper. 
In Section 2, we state generalized concavity properties from [21] for a Green's function that will 
be used in defining a positive operator on a cone. The Krasnosel'skii f xed-point theorem is also 
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stated in that section. Then, in Section 3, we give an appropriate Banach space and construct a
cone on which we apply the fixed-point heorem to our positive operator, this yielding solutions 
of (1.1)-(1.3) for open intervals of eigenvalues. 
This work extends work of [10] and [11] to most general two-point conjugate boundary value 
problems. 
2. PREL IMINARIES  
A fixed-point theorem will be applied to an integral operator whose kernel G(t, s) is the Green's 
function for 
~(~)(t) = 0 (2.1) 
satisfying (1.3). Eloe and Henderson proved that 
(-1)n-kG(t, s) > 0, on (0, 1) x (0, 1). (2.2) 
For the remainder of the paper, for 0 < s < 1, let T(S) E [0, 1] be defined by 
(--I)n-kG(T(S),S) = sup (-X)n-aG(t,s), (2.3) 
0<t<l 
so that 
(--1)n-kG(t, s) ~_ (--1)n-kG(T(S), s), 0 _< s, t _~ 1. (2.4) 
Then, Eloe and Henderson [15] proved the following for G(t, s). 
THEOREM 2.1. Let G(t, s) denote the Green's function for (2.1) and (1.3). Then, for 0 < s < 1, 
3 (--1)n-k G('r(s), s), 1 < t < 4' (2.5) ( -1 )n -kG(t ,s )  > 4 m ~ _ _ - 
where m = max{k, n - k}. 
Inequalities (2.4) and (2.5) are of fundamental importance in defining positive operators to 
which we will apply the following fixed-point theorem [20]. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let B be a Banach space, and let P be a cone in B. Suppose f~l and ~2 axe open 
subsets of 13 such that 0 c ~1 C ~1 C f~2 and suppose that 
T:  "P ¢'1 (~2\gtl) --* V 
is a completely continuous operator such that 
(i) IITull < Ilull, u • p n 0~1, and 
(ii) [ITull >_ [[u[[, u • P N 0f~2, 
then T has a fixed point in P N (~2\~1). 
3. SOLUTION IN  A CONE 
In this section, we apply Theorem 2.2 to the eigenvalue problem (1.1)-(1.3). The keys to 
satisfying the hypotheses of the theorem are in selecting a suitable cone and in inequalities (2.4) 
and (2.5). Hereafter, let m = max{k,n - k}. Let qo • C[-r,O] such that qa(0) = 0 and fix ~a. 
Note that u(t) is a solution of (1.1)-(1.3), if and only if, 
f 4 .X (-1)'~-ka(t,  s)a(s) f (u . ) ,  0 < t < 1, 
u(t)  
t ~(t), - r  _< t _< 0, 
where G(t, s) is the Green's function for (2.1) and (1.3). Define a cone P by 
{ p = x • B I x(t) > 0, on [0, 1] and min x(t) > [[x[[ . 
- -  1 /4~t (_3 /4  - -  
Also, for each 0 < s < 1, let z(s) be defined by (2.3) and let 0 < a < 1, be defined by, 
f a/4 ( -1)n-ka( ~, s)~(s) as = max ( -1F -ka( t ,  s)a(s) as. (3.1) 
• ]1 /4  0_<t<1 , ]1 /4  
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THEOREM 3.1. Assume that Conditions (A)-(E) are satisfied. Then for each A satisfying the 
inequality 
4 m 1 
< A < , (3.2) 
f3/:  (_ l )n_kG(a ' s)a(s)foo (s) ds f~ (--1)n-kG(T(S), s)a(s)fo(s) ds 
there is at least one solution of (1.1)-(1.3) belonging to P. 
PROOF. Let A be given as in (3.2). Then let e > 0 be such that 
4 m 1 
<A< 
f~/4(-1)n-kG(a, s)a(s)(foo(s) - e) ds - - f~(--1)n-kC(T(S), s)a(s)(fo(s) + e) ds" 
We seek a fixed point of the integral operator T : 79 --* B defined by 
/o1 Tu(t) = A (--1)n-kG(t, s)a(s)f(u,) ds, u e 79. (3.3) 
Notice from (2.2) that, for u e P, Tu(t) >_ 0 on [0, 1]. Also, for u • 7 9, we have from (2.4) that 
ru(t)  = .~ " l )n -ka( t ,  s)a(s)f(u~) ds 
11 _< a (-1)"-ka(r(s), s)~(s)f(u.)as, o < t < 1, 
so that 
f0 
1 
IITul[ <_ A (--1)n-kG(T(S), s)a(s)f(us) ds. (3.4) 
As a consequence, of (2.5) and (3.4), if u E 79, then 
/o 1 rain Tu(t) = min A (-1)'~-~a(t, s)a(s)f(u,) as 
1/4<t<_3/4 1/4<t_<3/4 
___ 4-- ~ ( -1)n-ka( , - (s ) ,  s )~(s) f (u, )  as 
> 4-~ IITull. 
This implies T : 79 --* 79. Moreover, the continuity of T follows from the boundedness a sumption 
of f in (A) along with continuity of G(t, s). The boundedness assumption on f together with 
the Arzela-Ascoli Theorem implies that T is a compact operator. It follows that T is completely 
continuous. We now define ~1 and show that for u e P N ORs, [[Tu[[ _< [}u[[. By (D), there exists 
an HI such that for u E B and 0 < s < 1, satisfying 0 < [u(s)[ < H1, we have 
f(u,) < (fo(s) + ~)lu(s)l < (fo(s) + ~)llull- 
Set 
~'~1 : {X • ~ [ [[X[[ < H1}. 
Now suppose u E P A 0~'~ 1. Then from (2.4) 
/1 
T,~(t) = A ( - l F -ka( , - ( s ) ,  s )a(s) f (u , )  as 
/o 1 _< ,~ (-1)'~-~a(,-(s), s)~(s)(A(s) + ~)l,~(s)l as 
/o < A (--1)n-ka(T(S), s)a(s)(fo(S) + e) dsllu[I 
< II~ll, 0 < t < 1. 
Consequently, IITu[I < [lull. 
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Next, we define ~'~2 and show that for u • T)n0f~2, IITull >_ Ilull. By (E), there exists an H2 > 0 
such that for u • B and 0 < s < 1, satisfying [u(s)[ > H2, then/ (us )  >_ (foo(s) - e)]u(s)[. Let 
/-/2 = max{2H1,4mH2}, and set 
~2 = {x • B I Ilxll < H2). 
Let u • 7 ) with Hull = H2. Then, minl/4<t<_3/4 u(t) ~ 1/4mllull > H2, and 
3/4 
Tu(a) _> A ( -1 )n -kG(a ,  s)a(s)f(us) ds 
J1/4 
314 
> A (--1)n-kG(~r, s)a(s)( foo(s)  - ~)lu(~)l ds 
J1/4 
A [3 /4  
~-- --4rn ,]1/4 (-1)n-kG(a, s)a(s)(foo(s) - ~)llull ds 
A [3 /4  
= - -  ( -1)" -kG(a,  s)a(s)(foo(s) - e) dsllull 
4m J1/4 
>__ Ilull. 
Thus, IITull ~ Ilull. Hence, 
IITull ~_ Ilull, for u • 7~ n 0~2. 
Applying the first part of Theorem 2.2, we conclude that T has a fixed point u • 7 ~ fq (~-'2\~"~1). 
It follows that 
f u(t) ,  i fO<t<l ,  
z(~;) 
~o(t), i f - r<t<0,  
is a solution of (1.1)-(1.3). The proof is complete. | 
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